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Abstract

Temperature field in the laser hardening process was numerically simulated by MSC.Marc software. The influence of energy

density on laser hardening effect is analyzed. Simulation result is verified through the thermocouple temperature transducer

measuring the specimen surface temperature under the laser irradiation. Experimental curves of temperature versus time are in

agreement with simulation results. The simulation results can be regarded as a basis for choosing laser technological parameters.

r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Laser processing is an advanced and highly efficient
manufacturing method and has very wide applied
perspective in aviation, mechanical engineering and
industry of national defense and so on. Laser hardening
is a method in which the high-power laser beam quickly
irradiates the specimen surface to increase rapidly the
specimen surface temperature that is higher than the
phase-transformation point and lower than the melting
point. After the laser beam is switched off, the cooling
base quickly cools the heated region to quench by itself
so that the specimen surface is hardened and its
performance is modified and improved [1]. Because
there is a smaller heat influence region, its heat
distortion is small. We can control the surface tempera-
ture and hardening depth by adjusting laser beam
output power, laser beam moving velocity and the
diameter of laser beam spot. Laser hardening can
improve the specimen surface rigidity, wearability,
toughness and a lot of mechanical performance and
e front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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ensure the specimen precision. It can realize some special
effects that are difficult or not attained with the general
heat treatment technique and enhance the specimen
lifetime greatly [2].
The facing difficulty is how to choose suitable laser

technological parameters in laser surface hardening
process so that we can gain the best hardening quality
and longest lifetime of the specimen without melting the
specimen surface. Hardening effect includes the surface
hardness, the depth and the width of the hardening
layer. Their value depends on temperature field dis-
tribution in the specimen resulting from the specimen
surface absorbing laser energy. We measure the surface
temperature change by the thermocouple temperature
transducer when the laser beam irradiates on the
specimen surface. Real-time data are collected by
the flexible measure system and the temperature versus
time curve is drawn during the hardening process. All
results are used to verify the numerical simulation result.
The conclusion lays a foundation for realization of the
relationship between laser technological parameters and
hardening effect and provides training data for using
artificial neural network optimizing the laser technolo-
gical parameters.
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2. Experimental method

An experiment has been conducted in the institute of
Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Science. The experi-
mental apparatus is the continual output CO2 laser with
2000W. The specimen and measuring equipment are
shown in Fig. 1a and b. The specimen is chosen as C45
(40mm� 20mm� 20mm) and is put on a workbench.
It is continuously irradiated at the center ðy ¼ 10mmÞ

and on the edge ðy ¼ 2mmÞ by the laser beam shown in
Fig. 2. The laser beam moving velocity is 20mm/s, the
laser beam output power is adjusted to 350W and the
diameter of laser beam spot on the specimen surface is
4mm. The specimen surface is sprayed with ZirConia in
order to enhance absorption of the laser energy. One
end of NiCr/NiSi thermocouple is joined to the speci-
men surface shown in Fig. 2, and the other end is joined
to the amplifier adjusting card in order to amplify the
voltage signal from mV (from the thermocouple to V
shown in Fig. 1c). The data are collected by flexible
measure system and the temperature versus time curve is
displayed on the computer screen.
After the laser irradiation, the specimen is cut at the

irradiated center in a cross section so as to know its
micro-organization. We observe the metallographic
Fig. 1. The experimental and measured scheme: (a) the experimental sc

Fig. 2. Specimen size and thermal couple welding position: (a) laser sca
structure with a NEOPHOT21 metallographic micro-
scope after the sample is rubbed, polished and eroded
with 3% nitric acid alcohol. The conclusion provides
verified bases for the numerical simulation on laser
hardening processes.
3. Numerical simulation

The specimen thickness is cut down to 10mm in
numerical simulation in order to reduce calculation time.
Calculated parameters are chosen as experimental para-
meters. Thermo-physical properties of specimens depend
on temperature shown in Fig. 3 [3]. The temperature field
in the laser hardening process is numerically simulated
with the Galerkin method to solve the instantaneous heat
transfer equation in MSC.Marc software.

3.1. Model of calculation

The specimen is discretized by means of an 8-node
linear brick element to attain high precision because a
steep temperature gradient is produced in the heated
region when the laser beam irradiates on the specimen
surface. In order to improve efficiency and reduce
heme, (b) part amplified view and (c) adjustable amplified board.

nning in y ¼ 10mm line and (b) laser scanning in y ¼ 2mm line.
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Fig. 4. Divided meshes for FEM calculation: (a) laser scanning in y ¼ 10mm line and (b) laser scanning in y ¼ 2mm line.

Fig. 3. Thermal properties of C45 versus temperature [3]: (a) thermal conductivity of C45 versus temperature and (b) heat capacity of C45 versus

temperature.
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calculation, there are dense meshes around the heated
region. The size of the mesh is 0.4mm� 0.4mm, and
there are thin meshes away from the heated region. They
are calculated with the following formula:

kDt

Dx2
p

1

2
; (1)

where k is the material thermo-diffused efficiency, Dt is
the time step, and Dx is the mesh size.
The thickness direction is divided into 10 layers when

the laser beam irradiates in the center line ðy ¼ 10mmÞ

and 15 layers when the laser beam irradiates in the brink
line ðy ¼ 2mmÞ; so that there are enough integral points
in thickness direction. Meshes in FEM are shown in
Fig. 4.
3.2. Boundary condition

Laser beam is input as a stream of heat flux vector
and in addition its action position changes with time
continuously. Laser beam continuous irradiation is
described as jumping and intermittent moving at
micro-step intervals [4]. We assume that action position
of heat flux only changes with time. The calculated
process is simplified. Calculated steps are shown as
follows:
It is supposed that the width of sheet metal x is an

integral multiple of mesh width Dx. Laser spot moves at
Dx distance and remains at tr time during laser
continuous irradiation. Then

tr ¼
Dx

v
; (2)

where v is laser beam moving velocity.
The laser beam goes across a spot distance after d/Dx

jumps. When the value of Dx is extremely small, we can
simulate the laser beam to move continuously.
According to less time of rising temperature and

remaining high temperature in laser heating process, we
can record information of the temperature field by the
short enough step of time. So heat flux density
distribution in the circular spot is regarded to be
uniformity within each tr: The heat flux density is

q ¼
4AP

pd2
; (3)

where A is the absorption coefficient of sheet metal ðA ¼

0:55Þ; and P is the laser beam output power.
Laser beam jumping and intermittent moving at

micro-step intervals on the specimen surface is simulated
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by FLUX subroutine in MSC.Marc software. Auto-
matic loading is realized and the calculated effect is
improved.
The specimen cools in air after laser irradiation. b is

regarded as total heat exchange coefficient including
convection and irradiation. The lost energy for heat
exchange can be calculated with the following formula:

qh ¼ bðT � T0Þ; (4)

where T0 is the room temperature in lab (T0 ¼ 25 1C).
Value of b changes with temperature in steady

condition [5]. In order to cause deep temperature
gradient in the heated region after laser beam irradiated
on the specimen surface, value of b is adjusted 80–100
times of the value in steady condition [6]. But we think
that it is difficult to determine the value of b; it not only
increases with surface temperature gradient’s increase
but also depends on section size of the specimen and
cooling time. Value of b is corrected by our experimental
results [2] shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Total heat exchange coefficient

Temperature

(1C)
b[5](W(m2K)�1) b[6](W(m2K)�1) b[2](W(m2K)�1)

20 6 480–600 90,000

300 50 4000–5000 59,000

600 120 9600–12,000 51,000

750 180 14,400–18,000 49,000

900 200 16,000–20,000 47,500

1200 250 20,000–25,000 42,000

1500 370 30,240–37,800 32,500

Fig. 5. Measuring junction temperature versus time: (a) laser scanni

Fig. 6. Laser scanning in y ¼ 10mm line of the simulation result compared

and width.
The subroutine of total heat exchange boundary
condition is programmed by FORTRON language.
Value of b versus temperature is the input by FILM
user subroutine.
4. Results and discussion

Temperature versus time on the surface measured
junction is shown in Fig. 5. The depth and width of the
hardening layer are compared in Fig. 6.
Fig. 5 indicates that the change trend and the maximum

point in the calculated curve are approximate to the
experimental curve. The hardening effect is changed when
the laser beam irradiates on the specimen brim because
heat insulation boundary holds back heat transfer and the
brim; temperature increases resulted from reflection and
overlying. We must select appropriate laser parameters to
control the specimen brim temperature so as to prevent
the specimen surface changing from brim overheating and
specimen lifetime decreasing from unhardened brim. The
form and size of the hardening layer in simulation results
are in accordance with the experimental result shown in
Fig. 6.
It can be proved that the calculated model and

parameters are reasonable. We can analyze by simula-
tion how the change of energy density influences the
laser hardening effect.
During laser beam irradiation, the surface heating

temperature must be between the phase-transformation
point and the melting point in order to attain good
ng in y ¼ 10mm line and (b) laser scanning in y ¼ 2mm line.

with experimental result: (a) temperature field and (b) hardened depth
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performance on quenching surface. The phase-transfor-
mation point is regarded as 794 1C because it will rise
versus heating velocity. Generally the surface tempera-
ture is lower than 1200 1C. We should keep the surface
temperature between 794 1C and 1200 1C depending on
the energy density selected. The isotherm depends on the
calculation result. The width and depth of the hardening
layer can be estimated by the isotherm. The results are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2 indicates that the maximum temperature on

the specimen surface increases with the laser beam
output power improvement and the depth and width of
the hardened layer increases with it, too.
The form and size of the hardened layer will change

with the laser beam output power, the laser beam
moving velocity and the laser beam spot diameter
changes although the laser energy density is constant.
The experimental parameters are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 indicates that:
(1)
Tab
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When the laser beam output power is constant, the
laser beam moving velocity is slower and the laser
beam spot diameter is larger, the highest surface
temperature obviously drops and the depth and
width of the hardened layer obviously reduce. The
slower moving velocity means irradiation time is
longer on the specimen surface and more energy is
absorbed by the specimen surface. The larger laser
beam spot diameter means less power density is
absorbed by the specimen surface. The synthetic
effect shows that the laser beam spot diameter has
more effect than the laser beam moving velocity.
(2)
 When the laser beam moving velocity is constant,
the laser beam output power is lower and the laser
beam spot diameter is smaller, the highest surface
temperature obviously increases and the depth and
le 3

highest surface temperature, hardened depth and width of the

imen

er (W) 175 350 260 260 440

ning speed (mm/s) 20 20 15 30 25

meter (mm) 2 4 4 2 4

hest surface

perature (1C)
1540 997 915.5 2108 1271

th (mm) 0.33 0.2 0.1 — 0.33

th (mm) 1.6 1.8 1.6 — 2.8

le 2

highest surface temperature, hardened depth and width of the

imen

rgy density (J/mm2) 5.14 4.38 3.57

hest surface temperature (1C) 1242 997 808

th (mm) 0.3 0.2 o0.1

th (mm) 2.66 1.8 o0.8
width of the hardened layer obviously reduce due to
smaller heated region. The smaller laser beam spot
diameter means more power density is absorbed by
the specimen surface. The lower laser beam output
power means less energy is absorbed by the specimen
surface. The synthetic effect shows that the laser
beam spot diameter has more effect than the laser
beam output power.
(3)
 When the laser beam spot diameter is constant, the
laser beam output power is lower and the moving
velocity is slower, the highest surface temperature
obviously drops and the depth and width of the
hardened layer obviously reduce. The slower moving
velocity means that the irradiation time is longer on
the specimen surface and more energy is absorbed by
the specimen surface. The lower laser beam output
power means less power density is absorbed by the
specimen surface. The synthetic effect shows that
the laser beam output power has more effect than
the laser beam moving velocity.
5. Conclusion

The numerical simulation repeats the processes of the
laser hardening. The simulation precision is improved
because the recorded real-time temperature on the
specimen surface is compared with the simulation result.
The form and size of the hardened layer is predicted by
numerical simulation. The power density influence on
the laser hardening effect is analyzed quantitatively.
With the increase in laser power density, the highest

temperature on the specimen surface is higher so that
the depth and width of the hardened layer increases.
When the laser beam energy density is constant, the
form and size of the hardened layer will change
combined with different parameters of the laser beam
output power, the laser beam moving velocity and the
laser beam spot diameter. The sequence of laser
technological parameters influencing the hardening
effect is shown as follows: the laser beam spot diameter
- the laser beam output power - the laser beam
moving velocity. We can choose suitable laser techno-
logical parameters for the hardening effect in engineer-
ing based on the working condition of workpieces. The
numerical simulation results can provide basic para-
meters in engineering and training data for using
artificial neural network optimizing the laser technolo-
gical parameters. Those research results will be dis-
cussed in other papers.
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